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Outline- White Paper on Seismic Risk of Spent Fuel Pool in Decommissioning 

Current Approach: 

Because of the need for radiation shielding the spent fuel pool structures at nuclear power 
reactor facilities are constructed with thick reinforced concrete walls and floor slabs. This 
construction provides the pool structures considerable strength reserve for resisting seismic 
loads much beyond its design basis seismic loading (safe shutdown earthquake vibratory 
motion). The safe shutdown earthquakes for U. S. operating nuclear power plants were based 
on evaluations to obtain the maximum [is this true - it can't be since hazard analyses do predict 

ground motions in excess of the SSE. It seems maximum should be qualified with a word like" 
expected"] earthquake potential considering the regional and local geology and seismology and 
specific characteristics of local subsurface material using deterministic methods. A, ccmpa Fsen
of the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) ground motioens of eastern U. S. nucloar power plants 
to the seismic hazard estimates, of twe currently available studios, one by the Lawrence 
L~ivermor~e National Laboraton,' (LLNL=) and the other by the Electric Power Res.earch Institute 
(EPRI) indicate that in general the SSE have f requencies of exceedanc on the order of XE: 3 

to 1 XEv- pe year. The arguments about the frequency of SSE do not contribute anything, and 

we should drop the stuff on 2XSSE and 3XSSE which did not survive the cut last February.  

The study of the failure probability of spent fuel pools was conducted for the NRC by Dr. Robert 
Kennedy utilizing the seismic hazard estimates of LLNL and the EPRI studies. The result of the 
Kennedy study shows that the seismic probability of failure of spent fuel pools genewaly fall 
below 1.3XE-6 using the LLNL hazard, except for about 9 sites where the probability of failure is 
somewhat higher, the highest being xXE-5. This was a generic study using a capacity 
assumption of 1.2 g spectral acceleration. The capacity at individual spent fuel pools could be 
higher in many cases; except for the cases of elevated pool structures where the failure can be 
caused by out of plane shear force. In order to deter÷m-ine a criteria for generically eliminating 
the Gon•GFr for seismic failure, the NRC staff proposed an approach based on a phyic•al 
verification of the pool sturucture followed by a confirmnation Of structural c~apacity at the levels of 
nVOOM Ar -OVOOCE fn thk f~o 'nfrl +~e r~ + Oi+fC rfea+; I~ fn 6r~rin * +k

conser'.atism used in determininig the; SSE- for- the plants and the regulatory requirement that i 
represent the maximum earthquake potential for the sie the possibility of having ground 
motions 2XSSE and 3SSE at operati- g plants under the c.urren tectonic regime is .. temel.  
unlikely. This wa, a bounding approach and the staff was von, conf ident t h s 

screeed out by this approach W9ul,,d- ha•e a vo,'e Iw failure probability and in a risk informed 

sense, the seismic failure likelihood for these plants can be ignored ars being too small.  
Although, fFrom a risk point of view the seis-mic failure probability was -ass-umed- to be 1 .3E 6,
keeping in mind tha;t thereq is a facto-r of. ~onsrvais i the capacity Of pool structures.  

From the seismic hazard stand point, both the LLNL and the EPRI estimates are equally 
credible estimates and the dive, rgence in individual site results stem, in part, from the large 
uncertainty in the ground motioli modeling. Probabilistic ground motion estimates at annual 
frequencies of exce.e-dance of 1XE-5 or less for the eastern U. S. nuclear power plants are very 
uncertain due to the flat slope of the seismic hazard curves at these frequencies [ this is a 
calculational effect] and the lack of tectonic strain [this is a physical effect], in these areas, 
large enough to generate the events capable of producing ground motions at these levels.  
[Isn't this sentence mixing apples and monkeys?] The modeling uncertainty in seismic

t-
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hazard estimates is large and dominate uncertainties in the seismic risk estimates. These large 
uncertainties must be taken into account when making decisions using these estimates. makeit
difficult to copr ont estimates of seismic risk with the point estimates Of risks fromn other

... th............................................t

judgmenR8tsz wore elictd nte tuis

Key Assumptions: 

1. Site specific SSE values var; in frequency On the range of iXE 3 to 3XE 4 per year in 
the easternlUS. Therofr, V Gesi demand sot at 3XSSE will eneure th-at the 

intaigfr9equony of the highest ground motion !R about IXE-5, although at some ctso 
the resulting frequency can be m.uch l"wer. This is irrelevant 

2. LLNL and EPRI hazard estimates are equally valid. LLNL results being are generally 
higher and are therefore the more conservative of the two estimates. [I'm not sure it's 
necessary to add that rather obvious phrase] reprFeGent upper boud of estimates 

3. High confidence of low probability of failure (HCLPF) capacity of spent fuel pool is 1.2 g 
spectral acceleration (- 0.5g peak ground acceleration). Generic fragility uncertainty 
estimates are applicable to all plants, and they depend on reinforc.-e•ment•, details, design 
strength of conrGete and whether or ne-tabove ground peels or cupperted on the 
gFR-d• The second (struck-out) phrase contradicts the first.  

4. A physical verification of the structural integrity of spent fuel pools, confirmation of 
structural strength based verification of construction drawings, affirmation of no ongoing 
age related degradation and verification that there are no sources of seismic interaction 
between pool structures and the superstructure are to be conducted through the use of 
a seismic check list.  

Sources of Conservatism: 

1. For some easte.r US sites, the SSE frequeny• is voer' low or does not correlateo th• 
seismic hazard estimate. Therefore, the u1se of 32XSSE as a genric; threshol 

rcprcsents a conservative bound whic, h wvhen satisfied by the pool Struc.tur.e capacity
assures V-r,' lOW s*s.mic vulner'ability.- This did not play a role in the Kennedy 
assessment 

2. Although the 1993 LL=NL hazard estimates co~rrelated well with the E=PRI resultsb a;t. the
SSE levels and both m+ethods are con.sistent in the relative sense (i.e., the raRking of..  
sites from high to low hazard s almost ideRtical), the LLNL hazard estimates f.o 
earthquakes several times larger than the SSE levels are significantly higher than EPRI 
estimates. This is not a conservatism; it is a modeling uncertainty. However, if you 
want to say that both methods used ground motion models that recent research suggest 
give conservative results, which is what point number 1 under "Quantification of 
Uncertainty" suggests-, that would be appropriate.  

3. The structuraL-capacity -f spent fuel pools is set at a relatively low value that can be 
readily verified through a peer reviewed data base.  

It is important to note that the most easily quantifiable source of conservatism - the plant 
capacities - will require detailed plant-specific analysis. As noted earlier, the benefits are 
non-uniform. It is very likely that most PWRs will show much larger margin with relatively little 
less effort. Benefits to BWRs will greatly depend on the specific configurations.
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Reduction of uncertainties in the hazard estimates (see additional discussions below), and 
hence conservatism in the mean estimates, is a significant plant-specific undertaking requiring 
incorporation of the recent ground motion models and may prove to be contentious at potential 
hearings.  

Sources of Uncertainty 

1. The primary source of uncertainty is in the ground motion estimates at very low 
frequencies in the 1XE-5 to 1XE-6 range. These uncertainties come from seismogenic 
source characterizations and the assumptions of ground motion attenuation. The NEI 
study shows that a change in sigma, the attenuation uncertainty, from 0.4 to 0.5 
changes the probability of exceeding 1000 cm/sec 2, an acceleration value in the range 
of interest for structural failures, by a factor of about 100. [However, were the EPRI and 
LLNL curves evaluated taking into account such uncertainties? If so, this comment 
illustrates why the uncertainties are large and should be cast in that light. Otherwise this 
begs the question of what is the appropriate value to use, if such an appropriate value or 
values were to be agreed upon.] 

2. New ground motion modeling would likely reduce uncertainty and reduce level of motion 
at large return periods.  

3. Plant specific fragility uncertainties could be smaller in some cases.  

QuantifiGation of Unc.rtainty Assessment of conservatism 

1. The joint NRC and DOE developed methodology for performing seismic hazard studies 
recently completed can be used to better estimate the seismic hazard. It is expected 
that in a large majority of cases, the frequency of large ground motions will be reduced.  
It is the staff judgement that there is a factor of 2 to 3 in the seismic hazard itself.  

2. In the spent fuel pool fragility evaluation, the deep box shape of the pool needs to be 
taken into account. The available fragility evaluation has not considered the ultimate 
failure mode. Near the lower part of the pool membrane stretching would be the primary 
mode of load transfer and in the upper part of the pool the load would be carried by out 
of plane shear. Since the out of plane shear in the upper part would be quite a bit less, 
there will be some margin that is currently not recognized. In the absence of a detailed 
three dimensional finite element analysis of the pool structures, it is the staff judgement 
that the additional margin is in the order of a factor of 2.  

3. The overall factor of conservatism is judged to be about a factor of 5.  

Proposed approach 

Considering the ACRS comment, detailed NEI comments and reviewing the factors of 
conservatism as discussed above, [ the following conclusion flies in the face of the ACRS 
and NEI cooments, maybe the sentence should begin, "In spite of the ACRS ..."] the staff 

finds that in Table 3 of Dr. Kennedy's report the probability of failure of 4.5XE-6 provides a 
convenient line of dernarcatio-nbetween. sites with low probability of failure and the four sites 
(three operating Sites)M/ith relatively higher probability of failure. This also [the logic escapes 
me] means that the seismic check list can be used with a 0.5 g capacity screening. Looking at 
the NEI letter of November 2, 1999 there is a figure which shows a 1XE-6 per year failure 
probability line that covers all but five sites. These two approaches produce essentially the 
same ranking of plant failure probability. Although the figures of merit in the two cases are 
different, when used in relative sense they yield the same result. Given the factors of
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conservatism, one can argue that the seismic screening of plants at 1.2 g spectral acceleration 
provides assurance of a low probability of failure due to earthquakes on the order of 1 XE-6 per 
year and a physical verification of structural adequacy of the pools. [Is this based on the 
4.5E-6 X 1/5?] 

The end result of the proposed approach is that three eastern plants may have to do additional 
calculations to estimate capacities beyond the walkdown and checklist. [This is true only if we 
decide that 1 E-6 is low enough.] Note that, no matter what approach is adopted, the 
confirmation and verification of no vulnerabilities through walkdown and checklist will be 
necessary. This approach is the most efficient approach if the seismic risk in order of 1OE-6 is 
treated as other low risk initiators. Demonstration of seismic risk much below this value will 
require significant effort and may not be achievable in all cases.  

Decision-Making Framework for Seismic Risk: 

The staff intends to display separate results for both LLNL and EPRI as indicators of range of 
results and also to display mean and median (may require additional calculations) results to 
high light uncertainties, sources of uncertainties, and to provide a perspective on seismic risk 
when compared to other initiators.  

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

Using either the LLNL or the EPRI/NEI results, the plant risk ranking remains essentially the 
same and the proposed approach ensures, through the seismic check list and walkdown, 
seismic capacity and low risk. Only three Eastern US plants may require additional analysis.  
Refinements will not lead to a different conclusion as the results will be very plant specific and 
factors greater than 5 (for example) will be difficult to obtain because of hazard driven 
uncertainties.  

Considering the above factors (i.e., knowing the bounding range, sources of uncertainties, and 
nature of uncertainties), the most useful index for risk-informed decision is the capacity 
measure, that is, if a plant demonstrates or confirms that the plant HCLPF is greater than 1.2g 
spectral acceleration (-0.5g peak ground acceleration), the seismic risk is acceptably low and 
should be treated in the same fashion as other low-risk initiators. The seismic risk should not 
be a determinant of requirements for EP, insurance, etc. [There is no basis for this 
conclusion; this can only be concluded when Bob Palla's work is complete. We do not 

yet know if a zirc fire at 1E-6/year is acceptable or not. Furthermore, if seismic is the 
dominant contributor, then it should play a role in EP and insurance determination.]


